We analyze electrostatic potentials in the holographic Schwinger effect. The potential barrier for the pair production is estimated by a static potential consisting of static mass energies, an electric potential from an external electric-field, and the Coulomb potential between a particle and an antiparticle. Given that the Coulomb potential is supposed to be evaluated by the minimal surface attaching on the conformal boundary as usual, the critical field, where the potential barrier vanishes, exhibits a deviation of 30% from the one obtained from the Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) action. We reconsider this issue by reexamining the Coulomb-potential part, which is evaluated by the classical action of a string solution attaching on a probe D3-brane sitting at an intermediate position in the bulk AdS. Then the resulting critical-field completely agrees with the DBI result. This agreement gives rise to a strong support for the holographic scenario. We also discuss the finite-temperature case and the temperature-dependent critical-field also agrees with the DBI result.
Introduction
The Schwinger effect [1] is known as a non-perturbative phenomenon in quantum electromagnetic dynamics (QED). The virtual electron-position pairs can become real particles due to the presence of a strong electric-field. This phenomenon is not restricted to QED.
Various kinds of strong external-fields can create a neutral pair of higher-dimensional objects such as strings and D-branes. Therefore, the Schwinger effect should be ubiquitous and would be a key ingredient to get a deeper understanding for the vacuum structure and non-perturbative aspects of string theory as well as quantum field theories.
To explain the issue we are concerned with, let us remember a potential analysis in considering the Schwinger effect in the context of QED. The potential barrier estimated by the static potential is related to a quantum tunneling process. For being real, the virtual electron-position pairs have to get a greater energy than the rest energy from an external electric field. Intuitively, when virtual pairs are separated by a distance x, they gain an energy eEx from the external electric-field. By including the Coulomb interaction between the particles, the total potential is estimated as
where α s is a fine-structure constant. The shape of the potential depends on the values of the external field as shown in Fig. 1 .
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Figure 1: Shapes of the potential for some values of E . The critical electric-field is denoted by E c . The blue line is the barrier with E < E c . The red line with E = E c . The green line with E > E c .
It is easy to see that there are two kinds of instabilities of the vacuum. The first instability is the tunneling process for the potential barrier. This is the usual case. When the electric field is supposed to be small as denoted with the blue line in Fig. 1 , the potential barrier is present and the pair production is described as a tunneling process. As a result, the production rate is exponentially suppressed. The latter one occurs when the potential barrier vanishes. As the electric field becomes greater, the potential barrier decreases gradually. At last, it vanishes at a certain value of the electric field E = E c as depicted in Fig. 1 . Then no tunneling occurs and the production rate is not exponentially suppressed any more. The pair production is catastrophic and the vacuum becomes totally unstable.
We refer to this electric field E c as the critical electric-field.
If this potential analysis is true, the critical value of the external electric-field is supposed to be in QED. However, it might sound curious because such a critical value cannot be observed from the well-known results of the pair-production rate computed in QED. It is instructive to remember the formulas calculated by Schwinger [1] and Affleck-AlvarezManton (AAM) [2] , which are given by, respectively,
for weak coupling and weak field ,
for arbitrary coupling and weak field .
In the Schwinger case there is no critical field trivially. In the AAM case, the exponential suppression vanishes when the electric field reaches eE = (4π/e 2 )m 2 . But the fine-structure constant α s = e 2 /4π is around 1/137 in QED and the critical value does not satisfy the weak-field condition eE ≪ m 2 . Hence the existence of the critical value is not verified.
From the above observations, the weak-field condition seems to be an obstacle to find out the critical field and hence it may be figured out if the production rate can be computed without this condition. Also, there exists the critical value of electric fields in string theory [4, 5] and this property may be regarded as a stringy nature. Hence the UV completion of the theory may be related to the critical behavior.
The AdS/CFT correspondence [6] [7] [8] provides a nice laboratory to test this argument.
The holographic computation is done at strong coupling and there is no constraint for the values of external fields 4 . This point is a great advantage in comparison to the field-theoretical computation.
Thus it is of great interesting to consider the Schwinger effect in a holographic setup and a series of studies in this direction was initiated by [9, 10] . An intriguing support for the existence of the critical electric-field has recently been presented by Semenoff and Zarembo in a holographic computation [10] . The system is the N = 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM) theory and the U(1) system is realized through the Higgs mechanism. The production rate of the fundamental particles (called the W-boson supermultiplet or simply "quarks") with mass m , at large N and large 't Hooft coupling λ = Ng 2 YM , has been computed as
The critical field E c can really be seen here and it also agrees with the DBI result. A generalization to the case with magnetic fields has also been done [11, 12] .
On the other hand, a simple argument for the potential does not work in the above case, as noted in [10] . The critical field can be estimated by using the Coulomb potential computed with the AdS/CFT prescription [13, 14] ,
This simple argument exhibits almost 30% deviation from both the string world-sheet result and the DBI result.
In this paper we revisit this deviation and reconsider the critical field from the viewpoint of the potential analysis. We examine a static potential by evaluating the classical action of a string solution attaching on a probe D3-brane sitting at an intermediate position.
Then the resulting critical-field completely agrees with the DBI result. We also discuss the finite-temperature case by following [11] and show that the temperature-dependent critical-field also agrees with the DBI result.
Note that our approach has an advantage in comparison to evaluating the expectation value of circular Wilson loop. For completing the analysis in [10] , the existence of a negative eigenvalue has to be shown by evaluating one-loop determinants of fluctuations around the string world-sheet solution corresponding to the circular Wilson loop [15, 16] . However, it has not been done yet because of subtleties associated with the regularization method (For attempts in this direction, see [17] [18] [19] ). Our approach has no connection with the difficulty and thus our result gives a strong support for the scenario proposed in [10] from another perspective.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2 a potential analysis is done at zero temperature. The Coulomb-potential part is represented by a hypergeometric function. The total potential takes a bit complicated form but the critical value of the electric field can be evaluated numerically. The result completely agrees with the one obtained from the DBI action that describes the probe D3-brane. In section 3 the finite-temperature case is investigated with the planar AdS black hole background. The temperature-dependent critical-field is examined numerically again. This result also agrees with the one obtained from the DBI action. Section 4 is devoted to conclusion and discussion.
2 Potential analysis at zero temperature
Setup
Let us introduce the setup that is necessary for our argument below. First of all, the metric of AdS 5 ×S 5 in the Poincaré coordinates is given by
where L is the AdS radius and dΩ 
Depending on the purpose, the signature of η µν is taken. The critical electric-field is argued with the DBI action in the Lorentzian signature, while the static potentials are computed in the conventional way with the Euclidean signature.
Remember that a quark-antiquark potential is computed from the expectation value of a rectangular Wilson loop, where the loop is regarded as a trajectory of test particles with infinitely heavy mass. In the context of AdS/CFT, the expectation value at strong coupling can be computed with the area of a string world-sheet attaching to the Wilson loop [13, 14] . There are various ways to associate the test particles with the field-theory ingredients, depending the setup under consideration. Here the test particles are associated with the fundamental matter fields introduced by the Higgs mechanism in the N = 4 SYM via the gauge-symmetry breaking from SU(N + 1) to SU(N) × U(1) .
In the usual studies, the test particles are assumed to be infinitely heavy. However, this assumption is not appropriate for considering the Schwinger effect in a holographic way because the pair creation is severely suppressed due to the divergent mass. Therefore the setup should be modified so that the production rate makes sense. A resolution has been
proposed by Semenoff and Zarembo [10] . It is to put a probe D3-brane at an intermediate position r = r 0 rather than close to the boundary. Then the mass m becomes finite and depends on r 0 like
where T F = 1/2πα ′ is the fundamental string tension.
Our purpose here is to compute the Coulomb potential from the area of the rectangular
Wilson loop on the probe D3-brane. This computation can be done in a holographic way by evaluating the classical action of a string attaching on the probe D3-brane as depicted in Fig. 2 . This is a simple analog of the analysis on the circular Wilson-loop in [10] .
probe boundary probe 
Potential analysis
The next step is to examine the classical solution of string world-sheet. We will work on the Euclidean signature here. Then the Nambu-Goto (NG) string action is given by
Here G ab (a, b = 0, 1) is the induced metric and the world-sheet coordinates are σ a = (τ, σ) .
For our purpose, it is convenient to take the static gauge,
For the classical solution, suppose that the radial direction depends only on σ , 4) and that the string solution is sitting at a point on S 5 . The second condition means that
Under this ansatz, L is expressed as
and does not depend on σ explicitly. Hence the following quantity
is conserved and the relation
is satisfied. By imposing the boundary condition at σ = 0 , By following the setup in Fig. 2 , the sum of the Coulomb potential (CP) and static energy (SE) can be estimated in a modified form like
The Coulomb-potential part is plotted in Fig. 3 .
Let us see the behavior of the potential (2.11) in the a → 0 limit, which is realized by putting the probe D3-brane off to the boundary (i.e., r 0 → ∞ with r c fixed). With the help of the relation,
the second term in (2.11) is reduced to the static energy of the test particles with infinitely heavy mass. Then x is proportional to 1/a and thus the first term in (2.11) gives rise to the well-known Coulomb potential.
When a = 1 , by using Gauss's Hypergeometric Theorem, the second term in (2.11) can be rewritten as Therefore the potential (2.11) vanishes at a = 1 . This is also obvious from the integral expression in (2.11).
What is the physical meaning of the second term in (2.11)? The potential (2.11) is finite at x = 0 while the usual Coulomb potential diverges there (See Fig. 3 ). The finiteness at x = 0 reminds us the Coulomb potential in non-linear electrodynamics 6 . Indeed, the potential (2.11) is interpreted as the potential (+ static energy) in the DBI theory on the probe D3-brane. The short-range behavior is described by a linear potential
It is rather obvious that the short-distance behavior of the potential has been modified because we have cut out the UV part of the classical solution (near the boundary).
Let us next consider the total static-potential by turning on an electric field E along the x 1 -direction. It is convenient to introduce a dimensionless electric-field α ,
by measuring E in a unit of the critical field E c obtained from the DBI argument. Together with the electrostatic potential associated with E , the total potential V tot is given by
(2.16)
6 For this point, as an example, see Section 7 of [21] . 7 For a D7-brane case, see [22] . 3 Potential analysis at finite temperature
Setup
The next subject is to consider a generalization to the finite-temperature case by following [11] . We work on the Lorentzian signature here. The metric of an AdS planar black hole is given by [24] 
The coordinates x i (i = 1, 2, 3) denote the spatial directions on a four-dimensional slice described with a fixed value of the radial coordinate r . The horizon is located at r = r h and the temperature of the black hole
is identified with that of the gauge-theory dual.
Let us consider the DBI action of a probe D3-brane on the black-hole background (3.1), including a constant, world-volume electric-field E . The probe D3-brane is located at r = r 0 and the following relation is assumed below:
The classical action is written into the form,
where T D3 is the D3-brane tension given by
The DBI action becomes ill-defined for E > E c , where E c is the critical value given by
One can see that E c implicitly depends on the temperature.
It is instructive to rewrite the mass of the fundamental matter in terms of the gaugetheory parameters and see the temperature dependence of E c . The induced metric on the string world-sheet is
and then the mass is represented by
Thus the mass also depends on the temperature. It is notable that the temperature dependence comes from the integration range rather than the induced metric (3.5).
The temperature-dependent mass m(T ) is written into the well-known form,
It is worth noting that E c is well defined for arbitrary values of T .
Potential analysis
The analysis on the classical solution is similar to the zero-temperature case. We work on the Euclidean signature here. The ansatz for the solution is also not changed. The induced metric G ab is slightly modified and the NG action is rewritten as
The quantity in (2.6) is conserved again and the relation Integrating (3.11), the distance x between the test particles is represented by the following integral,
Here we have introduced the following dimensionless quantities:
The sum of the Coulomb potential between the fundamental fields and the static energy is given by
Let us next turn on an electric field E along the x 1 -direction. It can be measured with respect to the critical value (3.4) by using a dimensionless parameter α like
,
where E c (T ) is the critical field determined by the DBI argument and is given in (3.4) .
Then the total potential V tot is given by
.
(3.14)
What we can do at most is to evaluate the potential shape (3.14) numerically again. The It should be remarked here that there is a degeneracy between the distance x and the auxiliary parameter a at finite temperature (while no degeneracy at zero temperature).
The distance x is plotted against a for b = 0 and 0.5 in Fig. 6 . The value of x is uniquely determined for a given value of a at zero temperature (b = 0), while a single value of x corresponds to two values of a at finite temperature. Therefore the region of a has to be restricted for numerical computations. In fact, the branch with smaller values of a means the region close to the horizon and describes another configuration of string world-sheet, a pair of straight Wilson lines, as discussed in [25] . 
Conclusion and discussion
We have analyzed electrostatic potentials in the holographic Schwinger effect by evaluating the classical action of a string solution attaching on a probe D3-brane sitting at an intermediate position in the bulk AdS. It has been shown numerically that the resulting critical-field agrees with the DBI result and the 30% deviation denoted in Introduction has been resolved. This agreement gives a strong support for the scenario proposed in [10] .
The finite-temperature case has also been considered with the planar AdS black hole. We have shown numerically that the temperature-dependent critical-field also agrees with the DBI result.
It is also nice to consider the holographic Schwinger effect in the D3/D7-branes system.
The pair creation of quark and antiquark and its time evolution are discussed in [26, 27] (For a review on quark dynamics in the holographic approach, for example, see [28] ). It would not be difficult to follow our approach in the D3/D7-branes system and it is interesting to consider the relation between the critical field and the time evolution of quark-antiquark
